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CHAPTER III 

RESEARCH METHOD 

This chapter discusses research methodology related to research design, 

research subject, data collection and data analysis. 

3.1. Research Design 

Addressing the research questions, a qualitative method was employed in this 

study as it is aimed to answer the problems related teaching public speaking 

phenomena. The qualitative method had the ability to capture a social phenomenon 

and human behavior by focusing on its meaning which helped the researcher 

obtained descriptive information on variables that were not easily assessed through 

empirical study (Ary, Jacobs, and Sorensen, 2010, p. 29). Therefore, this study is 

aimed to explore teaching strategies in teaching public speaking. 

3.2    Subject of the Research 

The object of this research is the teaching of English subjects in Al-Hikmah 

Junior high school, Surabaya. Whereas the subject of this research comes from the 

teacher who had succeeded to guide her students to win many competitions in 

public speaking contest. It is in line with with Geringer (2003) in Noom-ura (2013, 

p. 140) which depict that teacher is the most substantial factor in student’s learning

progress. The research subject that can be used as a source of research data is the 

public speaking teacher. 
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3.3    Data Collection Method 

The aim of the study is to gather the data observed from the field. The data is 

an important tool in this research which is in the form of matter/case. From the data, 

the writer will know the results of the study. Data collection must be relevant to the 

problems of the study The data in this research were the teacher's strategies in 

teaching public speaking through observations and interviews. 

3.3.1 Technique and Instruments 

In this study, the writer used non-participant observation since the writer 

enters the social system to observe the activity and the interaction in its natural way.  

The research used observation sheets as the research instruments in order to make 

the observation clear and easier.  

Further, the writer also conducted an interview after undertaking the 

observation. The writer used semi-structured interview since the researcher 

considered the flexibility of using semi-structured interview instead of the other two 

interview techniques; structured and unstructured. The writer was able to prepare a 

set of fixed questions to avoid too general questions during the interview and at the 

same time allowed the respondents to express their ideas. Therefore, an interview 

guide was used as this research instrument which is considered as a tool used by the 

writer to collect the data. Moreover, it helps the writer to gain better, complete, 

accurate, and systematic data. The interview guide of this study covered several 

questions related to the teaching of public speaking. 
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3.3.2 Procedure 

The writer administered a systematic procedure in collecting the data, the 

researcher arranged the steps, which were written below: 

1. Making an appointment with public relation staff of SMP Al-Hikmah, 

Surabaya. This is an obligate procedure from the school before we could 

conduct the research activities. 

2. Preparing the observation sheets. 

3. Conducting the observation of English Olympic Group of SMP Al-Hikmah 

Surabaya. 

4.  Capturing the following activities while conducting the observation. 

5.  Making an appointment with the teacher. 

6.  Preparing the interview guideline. 

7. Conducting some interviews with the English teachers by using an interview 

guideline. 

8. Recording the interview process.  

9. Transcribing the interview and the observations data. 

3.4    Data analysis 

Data analysis is considered as the most important stage while conducting a 

research. In this stage, the researcher usually does some activities such as preparing, 

organizing, and analyzing the data from the research subjects. Miles and Huberman 

(1994) stated that qualitative analysis consists of three main classifications; data 

reduction, data display, and conclusion drawing or verification. In data reduction, 

the results of the observations and interviews in the forms of field notes, observation 

sheets, and recordings are transformed into written notes. Then the writer focuses, 
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selects, and simplifies the written notes into short, focused, organized, and 

summarized data. Data display is defined as a compact form resulting from data 

reduction which makes the data easier to be understood. Conclusion drawing leads 

the writer to define the important points generally according to the obtained data. 

The steps of data analysis can be described as follows: 

1) Transcribing the data source gained from the interview and the observation 

into a written document. 

2) Translating the data obtained from the interview and the observation into an 

English version. 

3) Interpreting the data by referring to the formulation of research problems. 

4) Displaying the data as a written document. 

5) Drawing the conclusion and describing the data in a descriptive way.  

 

                                         

     

 

 


